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Introduction 

This report summarizes the development of an adaptive delta modulator 

capable of digitizing a video signal. The delta modulator encoder accepts a 

4MHz black and white composite video signal or NASA's field sequential color 

video signal and encodes it into a stream of binary digits at a rate which can 

be varied from 8 to 19 Mb/s. The output bit rate is determined by the user 

and alters the picture quality. The digital signal is decoded in the delta 

modulator decoder to reconstruct the picture. 

The following doctoral students were partially supported by this grant: 

R. Lei and N. Scheinberg. 

Following a long history of cooperation between NASA and Dr. Schilling, 

an ADM system has been constructed for JSC. A demonstration of the system 

took place at JSC in June 1977 and a final unit will be delivered to JSC in the 

Fall of 1977. - . 

During the next year we shall turn our attention to the encoding of 

Color Video Signals. 
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AnAll Digital Adaptive Delta Modulator 

I. Introduction 

The development of an adaptive delta modulator capable of encoding a 

television picture has been tsompleted. The delta modulator encoder accepts 

a 4MHz black and white composite television signaL or NASA's field sequential 

color television signal, and encodes it into a binary signal at a rate of up to 

19 Mb/s. The output bit rate is determined by the user. Useable pictures can 

be obtained with bit rates between 8 and 19 Mb/s. The higher the rate the better 

the picture quality. 

The digital signal is converted back into analog form by a delta modulator 

receiver. The receiver requires a bit synchronizer to provide "bit timing". 

"Word timing" as used in PCM is not necessary with the adaptive delta modu

lator. -

No special circuits are required to provide for horizontal and vertical 

syncronization of the TV monitor at the receiver. The composite video signal 

that entered the delta modulator encoder will emerge from the delta modulator 

receiver with its horizontal and vertical synd pulses intact. Thus the TV 

monitor will obtain its syncronization from the composite video signal emerging 

from the delta modulator decoder. 

11. Theory of Operation 

The delta modulator used to digitize the television pictures is shown 

in block diagram form in Fig. 1. The folowing is an explanation of the delta 

modulator algorithm. First, the video signal, S(k); is compared to Xk. This 

yields the output of the encoder, Ek9 where 

k--= sgn (Sk -V 
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k'"isX the transmitter estimate, and is obtained using the recursive equation. 

598 (2)S =. c-_+ ,Y 

Yk is the step size and is generated using the algorithm 

m-_ Yk-z 2 Yin 

Yk =2 Ymn Ek; I Yk-J < Ymin (3) 

Y I(Ek + .5 EL); 

Y ;YkI> Y 
max 

where Y n is 1/128 of the peak-to-peak video signal and Y is 1/8 of 
nun Max 

the peak-to-peak video signal. 

The delta modulator decoder is just the feedback loop of the encoder. 

The decoder reconstructs the estimate, k, from the Ek pulse train and 
A 

converts X to an analog signal S (t). The quality of the received picture 

as compdred to that of the transmitted picture depends upon how closely
<I

A
S (t) approximates the original signal, S(t). 

II. Implementation of the Delta Modulator 

The implementation block diagram is shown in Fig. 2. The two flip

flops on the top of the diagram stoie Elk and Ek-1 . The upper adder/subtracter 

register, multiplexer and "OR" gates implement Eq. 3, the step size equation. 

The other adder/subtracters and registers are used to generate Eq. 2, and the 

D/A converter and comparator implement Eq. 1. The complete circuit schemati( 

for the delta modulator is shown in Fig. 3. It was constructed employing ECL 

integrated circuits, one D/A converter and a high speed compartor. It was 

built on a single board 8" by 6" and consumes 7 watts of power. 
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VI. 	 Instructions for Using the Delta Modulator 

A typical test set-up using the delta modulator encoder and decoder is 

shown in Fig. 4. -

The encoder has four BNC connectors on its front panel, • The function 

and electrical characteristics of-each connector is listed below: 

(1) 	 Digital Output 

a. 	 ECL compatible voltage levels 

b. 	 Designed tp drive 502 tied to -1. 3V. 

(2) 	 Clock Input 

a. 0 to 19 MI-iz 

b. ECL compatible voltage levels (-0. 9V to -1.7V) 

c. The input impedance-is 50 .Qtied to -1. 3V. 

(3) 	 Analog Video Input 

a. 	 1 volt peak-to-peak composite video from TV camera 

b. 	 752 input impedance tied to ground. 

(4) 	 Analog Video Output 

a. 	 Ivolt peak-to-peak composite video from the feedback loop of the 

encoder. It is used to monitor the operation of the encoder. 

The decoder has three BNC connectors on its front panel. The function 

and electrical characteristics of each connector is listed below: 

(1)Digital Input 

a. 	 ECL compatible voltage levels 

b. 	 The input impedance is 50M tied to -1. 3V. 

(2) 	 Clock Input 

a, 12 to 19 MHz - phase locked to-incormming digital data 

b. 	 ECL compatible voltage levels (-. 9V'to -l,.7V) 

c. 	 The input impedance is 5f? tied to -1. 3V. 

(3) 	Analog Video Output 

a. 	 1 volt peak-to-peak composite video signal 

b. 	 Bandlimited to 4MT~z by a four pole Butterworth 91ter 

c. 	 Must be terminated to 752 to ground. 
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Adaptive Delta Modulation Systems for 

Video Encoding:× 

l Lie N. Scheinberg D. L. Sdfilling 

City do.llege of NeW York 

New York, N.Y. 10031 

AI3STIACT 

Ths paper doscribcs several adhptive delta modulators designed to encode 

video signals. 

One- and two-Dimensional ADM algorithms are discussed and compared. 

Results are shown for bit rates of 2 bits/pixel, I bit/pixel and 0.5 bits/pixe]. Pictures 

showing the difference between the encoded-decoded pictures and the original 

pictures are presented. 

Results are also presented to illustrate I o effect of channel errors on 

the reconstructed picture. 

A two-Dim2nsional ADM using interframe encoding is also proqrented.. 

This system operates at the rate of 2 bits/pixel and produces excellent quality 

pictures when there is litle -motion. We also describe and illustrate the effect 

of larlge amounts of motion on the reconstructed pictire. 

-Theresearch described in this paper has ben partially supported by NASA under 
'grants NSG-5013, and NSG 7144 and contract NAS 9-13940. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

"Itis often convenient to digitally encode a video signal prior to transmission. 

A standard PCM system employs an A/D converter which generates N bits for 

each sample taen. Typicnlly, N-8 when the samples are takea at the Nyquist 

rule which would restit it a very high transmission bit rate. As a result, PCI 

is not usually considered practical, and other techniques such as Transform 

Coding, Delta PCM (DPCM) or Delta IModUDtion (Dvl) are employed. 

Uadamnard transforh coding has been studied extensively at Ames Research 

Center and by others, and such systems appear to be capable of encoding the 

video signal emrploying 0.5 - I bit per picture element (pixel). However, the 

hqrd ware required to construct the system is quite complex, and the response 

of the system to errors caused by channel noise is not good [I. 

Delta PCOM L2-91 has also been studied extensively. These systems operate 

,atsampling rates of 2-4.bits/pixel and have moderate complexity caused in part 

by the need to employ an A/D convertor. 

The Delta Modulator [10-1] is a l-bit/sanip]e predictive encodier. However, 

it usually samples the signal at rates wich exceed the Nyquist (pLxdl) rate. The 

DM systems described in this paper operate at rates from 1 - 3 bits/pixel. 

Thus, .the DIM and the DPCM systems operate at comparable rates. However, 

the complexity of the DM system is less than the complexity of the DPCM system 

since DI does not employ an A/D converi or. 

In this paper we discuss several DM algorithms. The basic algorithm 

employed was first em'ployed by Song [141.-

The equations ofltho Song mode adaptive delta modulalor arc: 

Ek+1 = sgn [S -X ! (l) 

r [- if I <min . 

+ 
(I )
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where 

E is the transmitted binary digit 

Sk+ 1 is the present sample of tho in'put signal to the encoder 

Yk+1 is the step-size o. the delta modulator 

Ymin is the minimum allowable step-size 

XIk+I is the predicted value or the estimate of the input sample 

Fig. 1 shows the relationship mnong the clock pulse, the output bit stream, the 

input signal and the estimate. Notice that the system responds to the rising 

edge of each clock pulse. Observe that when the estimate X(kI) is less than the 

sample of the input signal sk+1),the transmitted bit is a 1 and the step-size is 

increased by the factor 1.5. Thus, the estimate rises exponentially. When an 

overshoot occurs, the transmitted bit is a gand the step-size decreases by the 
-i 

factor 0.5. 

I. GENERATION OF TIIE VIDEO SIGNAL 

The video system employed to test the bIu algorithms describod below 

is shown in Fig. 2. The video signal is generated from a comm6rcial quality 

tolevision camera bandliImited to 3.75 MIlz. The frame rate of the camera 

is 30 frames/sec. One complete frame is taken and stored in a scan converter 

which is employed to slow down the picture so that it can be processed in a 

noninterlaced mode by the PDP-8L computer used to simulate the DM aJgorithms. 

•The compiter output is storedui a second sca, converter. The output oftirs 

scan converter is displayed on the TV monitor at iormal video rates. In the system 

employed, we display 500 lines/frame so that the line rate is 15, 000 lines/sec. 

In addition, each line is divided into 500 picture elements so that the pixel rate 

is 7.5 1 pixels/sec. which is equal to the Nyquist sampling rate. 

Thgure 3 shows a picture which has been encoded using 10-bit PCM. The 

original Jicture was saunpled at the rate of 500 samples/linc This picture 

represents the quality of our system which corresponds Io 10 bits/pixel. 



_111.TIIE ONEDIJMENSIONAL DELTA IAODULATO1 

Fig. 4a shows the same picture used in Fig.. 3 but encoded using a 1 

dimensional DlI (DDM). The signal was sampled at twice.the Nyquist (or 

pixel) rateihereby generating. 2 bits/pixel, The algorithm employed in the 

1DDM is described by Eq. 1 with the following conditions: (1) the minimum 

step-size is equal to 1/64 o'L the mdmun peak-to-peak input signal and (2) 

the maximum ste-size is limited to 20 times the minimumn step-size. 

Figure 4b shows the difference tbetween the pictures shown in Fig. 3 and 

Fig. 4a with an amplification factor of 2. The outline seen in the picture is 

due to the encoding error caused by the DM and is due mainly to the estimate 

overshooting the signal. 

Figure 4c shows the picture encoded using the 1DDM operating at 1 bit/pixel. 

In this dneoding process, the signal was sampled at the Nyquist (pixel) rate. Note 

edge busyness and ringing along edges of high contrast. 

Figure 5 shows a "resolution chart" which has been encoded using 10-bit 

PCM. When the resolution chart is encoded u ing the 1DDI ait 2 bits/pixel, the 

result is shown in Fig. 6a. Note the high .quality of reproductio n of the horizontal 

lines w.-icreas vertical lines are degraded. Figure 6b shows the result of 

encoding at 1 bit/pixel. The degradation caused by halving the sampling rate is 

clearly seen. 

IV. A TWO DIMENSIONAL DELTA MODULAtORl 

Since pictures are twvo dimensional in nature, the correlation of picture 

elements is a function of distance between puxols and is not a fturktion of the 

direction of orientation. One should not emphasize the correlation in one 

direction and neglect that of another direction as is the case of the 1DDM 

algorithm. Thus, a delta modulator, wihon used to encode pictures, should have 

the ability that the coding path of the encoder is free to move in a two dimensional 

domadn. 

In a conventional scanning system, the picture element P at row m+ and 

column k+l, as shown in Fig. 7, is surrounded by the up-tot-date previous estimates 

., /3, A andy. In expanding the one dimensional delta modulator to a two dimensional 
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We definelo 

Xrcf.,.m-iI,k+ 
1 - m+1,k 

yrfn;il-- yr i-i,kh f D i,:n_-I-i i DV n-PIi, kl1 

re.f. n-i,, 1,Ick2,l -k-+3i -

Y. =, 


ref. m , i m -I ,n-,kl V, m+, kI 

1Xref. m -i-,k-V rm , i"-

Then the algorithn becomes " 

ELm-, k_.l sgn[Sm , k+l-X re. m+, k-i-i 
ni+41, k+1. rfl+ k1 ~+Ik+L re~nlkl 
n,-Ic--- , i Fm+r,kf.m1c) refm+lk+1 ] -

+ 
-.
m-i, 141 zorf.mrni-, k-i- n-i-i;k+i 

In (2c) it is clear that the difference between a 1DDM and a 2DDM is in.the 

previous references, X rcf.~l~ ' yrefdm+l,kik+ IF Ef .1U+l,. k -I-, r f In a
 

IDDM system, the previous reference pixel is always the pixel to the left of the
 

presonikixol, i.e., pixcl a in Fig. 9., In a 2DDM system, the extimates of pixel a
 

and pnxel p are compa:ed agailist the input sample as shown in Fig. 10. The
 

resultant difference a)if and DV are then compared as describedin (2b) to decide
 

- whether pixel a or pixel will be used as the ptevJous reference pixel. 'The'
 

algoritlm is based on the assumption. that by choosing that previous estimate which
 

is closer to the inputt sample, a better estimate of the picture will -be produced.
 

Fig. 8b-is the picture encoded by a normal 2 DDOM at I bit/pixel-. The most
 

noticeable efcl x\]en coTparin'g the IDDM (Fig. 'to) and the 2DDM (Fig. 8b)
 

is seen to 1he the significant reduction of edge busyness. This is because that at
 

any edge the movement of the coding path of a delta modulator is adjusted in the 

direction 01 th edge. 'l'hereto, the edge will apear to be smooth and rtee o wiggle. 

The system described above is called the normald 2 DDI. InI the next section, 

we discuss another algorithm called the Look-Ahead 2DIV. 

4 . 



Vi. 	 2DDM WrITr LOOK-AIEAD 

.1n the normal 2DDM system, we assumed that choosing the previous estimate 

which is closer 'to the input sample will result in a better estimated picture. This 

assumption is not always correct. In Fig. 11, for a normal 2DDM system, 

X and X are compared with S and, therefore, X wouldm~I m+1, k m-i-,k±,.J mn, k+.wol 
be chosen as Xre and the error signal would be "down" and consequently

ref. mn+1, k+ 
X k would be the estimate for the input sample Sm.+l ' However, in Fig. 11, 

it is 	clear that Xm+i k is a better estimate than X l for S . the delta 
m +1, k, 	 Mk+1 m+1, k-i-*

modulator would have made a better .siimate if it was allowed to "look" one clock 

period aiead, thereby delaying its decision byr one clock pulse. In other words, 

the delta modulator should wait until all four new estimates have been generated 

and then m.kle the decision based upon the new estimates instead of the previous 

estimates. This look-ahead scheme, if generalized, by employing the tree search 

technique for-the entire picture will allow the best possible coding path to be 

picked. However, for the reason of cost effectiveness only the one bit look-ahead 

scheme was studied in detail. It is interesting-to note that Cutler D17] pointed out 

that look-ahead (delayed decision) does not greatly improve the sysl.em S/N. It 

does, however, prevent the estimate from overshooting, thereby reducing the 

amount1 of edge busyness. Hence, the subjective improverent in the picture 

quality is significant. 

Figure 12a shows a picture encoded using the Look-Ahead 2DDM at the rate of 

2 bits/pixel, That is,the video signal was samnpled at the iNyquist rate and two bits 

are generated at each sample. Figure 12b is the picture of the difference between 

Fig. 12a and the 1-bit/piel T CM encoded picture of Fig. 3. If we compare Fig. 12b 

with Fi-.- 4b, we see that the total amount of doisc obtained using the 2DDM is only 

slightly less than in the IDDM; however, the noise is redistributed so that Fig. 12a 

is aubjectively more pleasant to view than is Fig. 4 a. (It was pointed out by O'Neal [19 

that the SNP improvement using 2D-DPCM rather than 1D-DPCM is only about 

3 dM). 

Fig. Eka shows the picture obtained using the Look-Ahead 2DDM at 

the rate of I bit/pixel. In this case, we sampled the video signal so as to obtain. 

250 snmplos/llne and display 500 lines/frame. Figure. 13b is-the same picture 
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encoded using 250 samples/line and 250 lines. Such encoding corresponds to 

f12 bit/pixel. The missing lines were estimated by averaging the surrounding 

encoded lines. Compiaring Figs. 12a, 13a and 13b, we see the increased picture 

degradation as sampling rate decreases. llowcave, the assdciated bits have 

also decreased and for many systems, the degradation is tolerable and the 

low bit rate a necessity. (Note that Fig. 12a requires 15 Mb/s while Fig: 13a 

employs 7.5 Mb/s and Fig. 13b transmits at 3.75 Mb/s.) 

*Figuro M3a should also be compared to Fig. 4c. Note that the picture 

encoded using the 2DDM is subjcctively the better. 

Fig. L4 shows the "resolution chart" encoded using the Look-Ahead 2DDMU 

Fig. 14awas obtained by sampling the signal 500 samples/line with the a-y 
-0 

pair as the reference pels. 'T.he horizontal lines and lines at 45 are encoded 

with little subjective error, but the vertical lines appear to be jagged. .Fig: 14b 

is the same as Fig. 14a except that the a-B pair is employed. The vertical lines,
0 

horizontal lines and lines at 135 are now.seen to be quite clear. However, 

the lines at 450 are wiggling because at that direbtion of scanning thclencoder 

is incapable of making. good predictions or input samples. Fig. 14c haows the 

resolution chart after encoding at 250 samples/line. The a- pair is used here 

because of this extremely low sampling rate. Once again, the graceful 

degradation over the 1DDM encoder can be seen when comparing Fig. 14c with 

Fig. 6b, 

VI1. WETGIITED-AVERAGE 2DDM 

The 2DDM systems described above sent an additional bit-of information 

at each sample to "tell"'the receiver whetier to use a or f. The Weighted

average 2DDM does not require this extra bit of intormation and, therefore, 

operalos at one-halC the hil rate of the other 2DDM systems although the 

sampling rates are the same. 

In a Weighted-average 2D1)DI, a predicted value is formiad based on thb 

previous estimate of the horizontal and the vertical pixels. If thea-l pair is 

used, the predicted value,' P, is obtained as [51: 
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' 0.75+0.75T- 0.5- (:) 

where ~, T3, Aarc the encoded estimate of pels a!, /3 and A. 

Because of the requirement of the ,previous step-size an.d the previous 

error sign of an adaptive DMI, h6 value of P cha not be utilized directly exceptto 

serve as a guide to help decide the coding path. P-is compared with a and 0, and 

whether pixel a or pixel P3 will be used to encode the input sample depends on whether 

P is closor to a or P is closer to, 3. 

It can be shown that tile process of forliDng P first and then comparing P 

wilh a and (3is not necessary. In Appjindix I, it is shown that this procedure of 

comparison is equivalent to simply comparing Awith a and . If A is closer to a, 

use 0 to encode the input sample and if A is closer tb .3, pixel a will be used. 

." Fig. 15a andFig. 15b are the Weighted-average 2DD]VI encoded pictures 

at 1000 samples/line (2 bits/pixel) and 500 samples/line (I bit/pixel), respectively. 

Fig. 15c is the difference picture between Fig. l5a and Fig. 3 and magnified by 

a factor of 2. The .jggedness along the edges arc clearly seen. This jaggedness 

results because the predicted value, P, does not always guide the encoder to 

encode along the best coding path. Fig. 16a and Fig. 16b show tle Weighted

average \DDMencoded "resolution chart" encoded at 2 bits/pixel and 1 bit/pixel, 

respectively. All pictures shown with Weighted-average 2DDM encoder employ 

the d-13 pair as the reference pixels. 

VIII. COMPARISON 

Amofng the three DIM algorithms discussed above, the Look-Ahead 

2DDM performs the best. The capabilities and limitations of theqe three 

algorithmns ore best revealed at the encoding rate of 1 bit/pixel. At this low bit rate, 

7.5hlb/s, all DMI encoders degrade their perforancc. The Look-Ahead 

2DDI degrades most gracefully and, thlercby, produces the most subjectively 

acce-ptab]e picturcs. 

)interlacing " " 

n an. interlaced scanning system, the 2Dllt encoded pictures show more 

degradations than pictures encoded by a noninterloced scanning system due to the 

fact that less vertical corrla-tion exists between picture elements in an interlaced 
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scanning system. When the picture of the "girl" is encoded by the Look-Ahead 2DDM 

encoder with interlaced and nointerlacerd scan, the difference is sinall. Iowever, 

the Look-Ahead 2DDM encoded "resolution chart" shows tearing along 450 angle lines as' 

shown.in Fig. 17. 

TX. EFFECTS OF ChANNEL ERRORS 

Transmission errors cause a deviation between the received and transmitted 

binary digUs, thus, they generate error patterns which are-superimposed on the, 

decoded pictures. The interdependencies between the picture elements generated 

by tbe delta modulation system caused the error to propagate. 

The response of the delta modulator dcoder to a transmission error is a 

periwiont DC level shift. The result of a permanent DC shift is an erroneous 

brightness pattern in the reconstructed picture. In a one dimensional delta 

modulator, the error patterns propagate only horizontally [161. However, in a 

two dimensional delta modulator the error pattern can spread out both in the 

horizontal and in the vertical directions. In a 2bDM decoder, each channel 

error, dejienrling on the pixel position of the initiating error in a particular 

coding P,-ifh, causes'a different kind of shape in the error pattern. 

Ilefer to a particular coding path as shown in Fig. 18. If an error occurs 

at pixel a, the error will not propagate because pixel a is isolated and wilhnot be 

*usedfor-the estimation of other pixels. Thus, the error at pixel a is lk a PCM 

error and, hence, a brightness deviation will be observed oly at that point. 

Because of the small size of a pixel and the possibility that the deviation is snall, 

this ldnd of error-is not clearly visible.' It call be readily shown.tat the probability 

of a pixel in a codinl path being isolated is 1/4. It implies fha. one out of every 

four errors in the decoded picture will not propagate and, therefore, will not 

be visible. 

If, n error occurs at pixel b, the error wil propagate along the coding path, 

and a horizoutal streak of 4 pixels in length will appear on the decoded picture. The 

probability Ihat an error xtJll cause a horizontal or a vertical streak in length of n pi~c 

can be shown to be (1 / 2 In ihe exanple of pixel b,n is equal to -5 Therefore, 

http:shown.in


- 3 
the probai lity that the error will move oly horizontally for 4 pixels is (1/.2)410=10 

vhiclh isvery small. Hence, generally three out of four errors received will spread 

into a two 'Umensionnl area of various sizes and shiapes sucl as would be lJc case if 

pixcl c in Fig. 18 is in error. . The entire area covered by the coding path following 

pixel c will be affected. 'The convergence and divergence property of the codi]ig path 

after the erroneous ptxCl determines whether the error pattern is constrained or not. 

The worst case happens whe there are multiples.errors in a divergent coding path. 

The result is often the total destruction of part of the picture covered by the coding 

path following several erroneous pixels. Fig 19a is the decoded picture with a 
- -5probability of error of 5x10 . The picture has been cucoded using a 2DDM operating 

5at 1 bit/pixel. Since there are 2.5xl0 pixcls in a frame, there are, on the average, 

12.5 errors/frame. The error patterns in Fig. 19a are not very clear because at 

this low error rate, errors are separated. Thus, no multiple error pattern occurs 

so that the propagation of -errors are not very ndticeab]c.- Fig. 19b shows the effect 

of multiple errors iii the diverging coding path. The probability of error shown here 
1 

is 2x10
-4 

-. The total number of errors is 50. The large error proba~bility causes 

the errors to be closer and, therefore, the errors interfere with one another and 

cause thg' cst mate to drift further from the correct value, consequently the total 

destruction of portio) of tihe picture occurs. 

- Irowever, channel errors, occur randomly. All-the registers of the delta

muodulator encoder and decoder are reset to zero prior to the beginning of each 

new framne. The errors iii each frame appear at different places, and pieinres 

seen on the TV screen are not as severely disto3ted by the error patterns as the 

pictures taken from a single tra:no. 

-- The doviation- bete.eon the transmitted picture and the decoded picturb due 

to chanel errors c'n be reduced by employing a leaky integrator into a delta 

modulator and also by restricting the maximum allowable stop-size of a DM. There 

is 8 itrie-orf between pictuO ([Ullity and channel noise r6duction. A larger max:imum 

allowable step-size .llows the DII to respond to an edge quickly whereas a sialler 

maxim n step-size helps reduce the maximuni discrepancy of the tranismitted and the 

decoded picture. A larger leaky factor of the leaky integrator can correct the errors 
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"f a decoded picture in , shorter period of time, but the overoll picture quality 

will be reduced due to the large lmoiount of decy at each picture element. 

X. TWO DMIENSIONAL DELTA MODULATION USING INTEIRFIMAE ENCODING 

The previous discussion gave the results of using the two dimensional 

delta, modulalor algorithm as on intrafraine encoder. In this section, we will 

discuss the results that we obaincd when we used the algorithm in a real time 

interfrrnno encoder. 

The interfrairo encoder differed from the intraframc encoder already 

described in only two ways. First, as an interframe encoder, it uses the estimate 

[ron the previobs franno and the previous horizontal estimate to predict the next 

estimaie. Secondly, it did not use the Look-Ahead scheme. 

A simplified block diagran of the encodor is shown in Fig. 20. From this 

figure it is apparent that the encoder consists of two delta modulators. One encodes 

hbrizontally aid the 6ther, frarne-to-frame. Decision circuitry compares the estimatc 

from the horizontal encoder with the input signal and also compares the frame-to

frame estimate with tle input signal. The decision circuitry then throws SWi 

so as to Thve the Ek bit, step-size, and estimate from the deli modulator that 

produced the estimate that \vfs closer to tihe input signal. 

This encoder requires 2 bits io be translitted each time tile input signal 

is svanpled and, therefore, operates at the rate of 2 bits/pixel. The first bit is 

E and the other bit is used to signal the receiver whether to encode from the 

horizdntal direction or the fra: c-to-frame direction. I tle delta modulator 

is biased so that it switches to the horizontal direction only when the horizontal 

direction of encoding is significatly better than the fram-to-frame direction, 

the1 thie delta moduiator Will choose the horizontal direction only onl that part Of 

the scene tIhat changes from frmnz-to-frame. Since most pictures change little 

fromi fralmD-io-franne, it is possible to code the bits sent to tl receiver to 

achievo an average bit rote somn'xwhere between one and two bits per pixel. 

Figure 21 illustrates the quality of the pictures obtained-from the encoder. 

Those pictures were taken from a standard TV monitor, using a Sunara wilh- a 
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shutter speed of 1/30 sec. The sampling rate is 7.5 MHz, and the analog video 

signal is bandlimited to 3.75 MIhz by a 4 pole butterwor[h filter. Because the sides 

of the picture are cut off, the viewer sees only 256 samples or about 2/3 of a 

visible fram6 in each picture. The video signal occupies about 85 quantization levels 
and the negative going-sync )uIlse, about 30 levels. The mnimum stop-size is 

+ 1 level, and the mximum step-size is ± 16 levels. 

Figure 20a shows a stationary resolution chart. 11 shows the resolution of 

the coere and also the fact that slatidnary pictures arc undistorted. Figure 20b 

is also of a stationary scene. It shows good gray level rendering but also a slight 

amount of speckling noise as compared with Fig. 20c, the original analog pictulre. 

The sjpeckling is due to the ninimum .step-size pattern. Figure 20d shows the 

caeIra "pamnning" across the scene.. Notice the edge busyness in the picture. The 

edge busyness which is about 7 -pLxels wide appears because the encoder reduces 

to a one dimensional delta modulator when encoding-moving objects, i.e., it tends 

to encode only horizontally. *Picture 20c is an analog video signal with the 

camera panning at about the same rate as in Figure 20d. Although the edge 

busyness is noticeable, it does not appear to be subjectively anmoying on facial 

scenes oq on graphics. 

XI. 	 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has shown that video signals can be encoded using DMI Lo obtain 

good quality pictures at a relatively low level of complexity and cost. 

Intra-frano and inter-franc two dinicasional encoding systems were 

discussed and compared. A comparison of th e pictures shown hero with those 

obtained by other investigators using DPCM or other techniques indicates that 

the picture quality depends on the nunbeor of bits/pixel roquired for encoding far 

more than the encoding techndque oenployed,i. e., DPCM or DM. The major 

advantage of DM over the other encoding techniques is its low cost and small 

size due to i's low level of compledty. For exainple, the cost of the coinponeis 

used in a DM is less than the cost of the A/fD needed in DPCjM. 
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A.PENDIX I 

P- 0.-75 ,0.75 0o- 5A 
:PIxel c will be chosen as the previous 'reference pixel if P is. closer to a, 

<-o. fa-1).1 .I f-' I
 
-- 22 - _2
 

or (a - P1) < V- P)
 
-2 -2
 

or aY -2saP+P <j3 -2fPP
 

or -0.5? - 1.5r-f9 + a A - 0.5 - 1.5 a+f3A 

-2 --- 2 -2 

or -o.5(a - 2 +-I- A )<-0.5.(P - 20 A+A)
 

-- 2 - 2
 or (oo A)> (13 -A)

or- IaA>rn 

The results indicate that pcxl a will be chosen as the previous reference pemil if 

A is closer to t than toce.. 
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